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Abstract

As an important application of Artificial In-
telligence, legal intelligence has recently at-
tracted the attention of many researchers. Pre-
vious works investigated diverse issues like pre-
dicting crimes, predicting outcomes of judicial
debates, or extracting information/knowledge
from various kinds of legal documents. Al-
though many advances have been made, the
research on supporting prediction of court judg-
ments remains relatively scarce, while the
lack of large-scale data resources limits the
development of this research. In this paper,
we present a novel, large-size Court Debate
Dataset (CDD), which includes 30, 481 court
cases, totaling 1, 144, 425 utterances. CDD
contains real-world conversations involving
judges, plaintiffs and defendants in court tri-
als. To construct this dataset we have invited
experienced judges to design appropriate labels
for data records. We then asked law school
students to provide annotations based on the
defined labels. The dataset can be applied to
several downstream tasks, such as text summa-
rization, dialogue generation, text classification,
etc. We introduce the details of the different
tasks in the rapidly developing field of legal
intelligence, the research of which can be fos-
tered thanks to our dataset, and we provide the
corresponding benchmark performance.

1 Introduction
The increasing needs for efficient, high quality ju-
dicial service and the shortage of judicial person-
nel have become important concerns in the current
society. The use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) tech-
nology to assist judges in effectively adjudicating
cases is a research area that has potential to help
improve judicial efficiency. In the real world, Legal
Intelligence (LI) (Gray, 1997) could be applied in
many scenarios, such as supporting management of
court trials, legal judgment prediction, case infor-
mation extraction, etc. The use of Artificial Intelli-

gence technology to provide judicial services could
not only alleviate the pressure on judges, but might
also improve the efficiency of delivering judicial
decisions.

In the recent years, judicial intelligence has grad-
ually entered into the field of interest of many re-
searchers, resulting in some explorations in this
field ranging from legal judgment prediction (Xu
et al., 2020; Zhong et al., 2020), analyzing trial
cases, predicting particular laws that apply to a
given case (Luo et al., 2017; Li et al., 2022),
through court trialing to predicting the type of com-
mitted crimes. The advancement of Legal Intel-
ligence research is however closely related to the
availability of public datasets. Two well-known
public available datasets that are currently in use
are especially worth mentioning here: CAIL and
ECHR. Chinese AI and Law challenge (CAIL)
(Xiao et al., 2018) contains more than 2.6 mil-
lion verdicts of criminal cases published by the
Supreme People’s Court of China1, where each
verdict consists of the identified facts given by the
judge and the applicable law articles, charges, and
prison terms, supporting the task of judgment pre-
diction. ECHR (Chalkidis et al., 2019), on the other
hand, is the first English legal judgment prediction
dataset, containing cases from the European Court
of Human Rights. Although previous research has
made significant progress on the track of judgment
prediction, the lack of effective and diverse datasets
has become a considerable obstacle to the develop-
ment of the Legal Intelligence field.

Legal intelligence involves a wide range of sce-
narios and is not just limited to legal judgment pre-
diction or crime prediction. It can provide judges
with more efficient and transparent trials in more
ways. In this context, we provide a large-scale
judicial dataset, which contains the real-world dia-

1China Judgement Online: https://wenshu.court.
gov.cn/
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Role Dialogue

Judge In addition to the facts and reasons stated in the complaint, whether the plaintiff has any new additions.

Plaintiff The interest is changed to be calculated at four times the benchmark loan interest rate for the same period stipulated in 
<orgname> from <number> year <number>  month <number>  to the date of actual repayment

Judge The following is the original evidence provided by the plaintiff.

Plaintiff Provide an IOU of  <number> year <number> month <number> and a customer receipt of <orgname> to prove the fact that 
the defendant borrowed <number> ten thousand yuan from the plaintiff and agreed on the loan term and interest.

Judge Does the plaintiff have any other evidence to provide?

Plaintiff No

Judge Defendant <personname> has been legally summoned by this court and refuses to appear in court without justifiable 
reasons, and is deemed to have waived the right to cross-examine

Judge What is the relationship between the plaintiff and the defendant?
Plaintiff Originally from the same village , the defendant's father and I have been colleagues for more than 30 years.
Judge Who wrote the handwritten part of the IOU ?
Plaintiff defendant
Judge Review loan usage ?
Plaintiff The original <orgname> personname foot wash shop was handed over for rent , and now the shop has been handed over to

relatives .
Judge How is the loan for review delivered ?
Plaintiff Through bank deposits.
Judge After the loan was given, has the defendant repaid the loan's principal or interest?
Plaintiff Half a month after borrowing is about <number> month <number> day. The defendant paid

a month's interest of <number> yuan in cash.
Task 1： Fact Finding (Text Summarization )
After the trial, it was found that the father of the plaintiff and the defendant had been colleagues for many years. <number> year <number> month <number> day, the
defendant <personname> borrowed <number> million yuan from the plaintiff for business needs, and issued an IOU. By convention, the loan period is to <number> years
<number> months <number> days, with monthly interest <number> . On the same day, the plaintiff entered <number> million yuan into the card number of the defendant
<personname> at <orgname>. <number> year <number> month <number> day, <personname> returned <number> element. The balance has not yet been paid. The
plaintiff sued to the court.

Task 3: Feature Recognition
(Text Classification)
1. The nature of the loan 
is personal loan
2. There is a written loan 
agreement
3. The interest rate is 
agreed on

Task 2: Dialogue Generation
(Question and Answering ,
Text Generation, )
The following is the original 
evidence provided by the 
plaintiff

Task 4: Elements Identification
(Text Classification)
1. Pay interest
2. Delivery amount

Task 5: Role Recognition
(Text Classification)
Judge

Figure 1: Example Dialog in Court Debate Dataset.

logues between judges, plaintiffs and defendants in
court trials of private lending cases. Figure 1 gives
an example, where the judge is inquiring about the
details of the case and the party being questioned
answers them2. We invited experienced judges to
define judicial features and elements which mark
key characteristics of debates, and we asked a large
pool of judicial practitioners from law schools to
provide the corresponding annotations. In the end,
our annotated dataset has multiple dimensions in-
cluding: facts, features, elements and roles. It
can be then applied to multiple downstream tasks.
As shown in Figure 1, it can be used to foster re-
search in Fact Finding, Dialogue Generation, Fea-
ture Recognition, Elements Identification and Role
Recognition. In total, we introduce five down-
stream tasks and discuss their associated applica-
tion scenarios as well as provide baseline models
to establish reference performance. Based on the
proposed dataset, one can thus conduct research
focusing on multiple application scenarios. We will
describe the details of those tasks in Section 3.

2 Related work
Legal Intelligence research has been initiated in
1960s (Nagel, 1960). Nagel (1960) proposed the
use of algebraic calculations to determine the judge-
ment of the court case. Especially, in the recent

2Sensitive information (e.g., person’s name) has been re-
moved for privacy issue.

years, legal intelligence has emerged as a popu-
lar topic attracting attention of many researchers
(McElvain et al., 2019; Biega et al., 2020; Bhat-
tacharya et al., 2020; Shao, 2020; Dong and Niu,
2021; Ma et al., 2021).

Dong and Niu (2021) proposed to predict the
outcome of trials based on the facts of the judicial
cases. Zhong et al. (2018) introduced a topologi-
cal multi-task learning framework (TOP-JUDGE)
that incorporates multi-task learning and DAG de-
pendencies into judgment prediction. Zhou et al.
(2019) leveraged multi-view dispute representation
for e-commerce judgement result prediction while
Wang et al. (2019) utilized fact, law and article in-
formation to build a hierarchical matching network
for crime classification. Li et al. (2022) extracted
objective elements from factual descriptions for
crime prediction.

The release of relevant datasets often provides
important stimuli for a field. Xiao et al. (2018)
published CAIL to foster research in judgment pre-
diction. Duan et al. (2019) proposed a Chinese
Judicial Reading Comprehension (CJRC) datasets3.
Xiao et al. (2019) published CAIL2019-SCM, a
similar case matching dataset. Chalkidis et al.
(2019) released the first English legal judgment
prediction dataset (ECHR), containing cases from
the European Court of Human Rights. Malik et al.

3http://wenshu.court.gov.cn
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Table 1: The publicly available large-scale judicial datasets.

Dataset Scale Language Supported downstream task

CAIL2018 (Xiao et al.,
2018) 2.6 million criminal cases Chinese ✓□ Text Classification #□ Question and Answering

#□ Text Generation #□ Text Summarization

CAIL2019 (Xiao et al.,
2019) 8,964 triplets of cases Chinese ✓□ Text Classification #□ Question and Answering

#□ Text Generation #□ Text Summarization

CJRC (Duan et al., 2019) 10K documents and 50K questions with answers Chinese #□ Text Classification ✓□ Question and Answering
#□ Text Generation #□ Text Summarization

ECHR (Chalkidis et al.,
2019)

11.5k cases from European Court of Human Rights
public database English ✓□ Text Classification #□ Question and Answering

✓□ Text Generation #□ Text Summarization

ILDC (Malik et al., 2021) 35k Indian Supreme Court Cases English ✓□ Text Classification #□ Question and Answering
✓□ Text Generation #□ Text Summarization

CDD 30,481 court dialogue cases, twelve feature and four-
teen Judicial Elements Chinese/English ✓□ Text Classification ✓□ Question and Answering

✓□ Text Generation ✓□ Text Summarization

Table 2: Basic Statistics of Court Debate Dataset

Total cases 30,481
Total utterances 1,144,425

Total words 18,590,439
Average turns 37.62

Max turns of case 461
Average length of utterance 162.44

Max length of utterance 2382

(2021) provided ILDC for Court Judgment Pre-
diction and Explanation (CJPE) tasks. The current
large-scale judicial disclosed datasets are compared
in Table 1.

Note that the current judicial research focuses
more on classification tasks such as case outcome
prediction, crime prediction, etc. It is difficult to
carry out richer and multi-scenario tasks due to in-
sufficient resources. Our work fills this gap aiming
to provide a comprehensive dataset for researchers
to promote the progress of legal intelligence.

3 Court Debate Dataset
3.1 Data Collection
The data comes from the actual records of court
trial procedures of private lending cases4. It con-
tains 30, 481 trial cases, 1, 144, 425 utterances and
18, 590, 439 words. Each case is a multi-turn
dialogue between judges, plaintiffs, and defen-
dants. The average number of turns of the dia-
logue in a case is 37 and the maximum is 461.
For processing the raw conversation data, we use
jieba5 toolkit for word segmentation. The over-
all dataset statistics are shown in Table 2. In
particular, we remove sensitive information (e.g.,
replacing all numbers, person names, and orga-
nization names with specific tokens <number>,
<personname>, <orgname>, respectively). In

4The dataset is provided by the High People’s Court of a
province in China. All the court transcripts have been manu-
ally recorded by the court clerk.

5https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba

addition, we also align the trial of a case to its
final verdict so that the fact description summa-
rized by the judge can be regarded as the summary
of the court debate transcript. In order to enable
any researchers to freely use our dataset, we have
translated the original content into English using
professional translators6.

3.2 Data Definition

To make the data available for academic research,
we asked experienced judges to define features and
elements to indicate the important aspects of trials.

The features are defined as the qualitative eviden-
tial features of the case that can help to determine
the judgment result. As for the case of private lend-
ing, which is the type of trials that CDD contains,
during the initial review of a case, a judge usu-
ally needs to consider some qualitative features of
the case, such as: “whether there is a written loan
agreement”, “whether the interest rate has been
agreed on”, etc. Following such logic, the judge
is usually able to issue the verdict. We asked 6
experienced judges for this and they have defined
12 qualitative essential features. The 12 features
are listed in Appendix A.1.

In order to determine the facts of the case, the
judge needs to also investigate and inquire about
the factual elements, such as: “loan amount”, “loan
period”, etc. Therefore, in order to clarify the facts
of the case, the experienced judges helped us to
define 14 elements for the case of private lending.
Note that these 14 elements do not necessarily ap-
pear in all the loan cases. In some simple cases,
only a few of these elements appear in the conver-
sation. The 14 element tags are listed in Appendix
A.2.

6https://github.com/jichangzhen/CDD
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3.3 Data Annotation
Following the judges’ provision of the definition
of key evidential features and factual elements, we
hired students from law schools to annotate the
court debate data based on the provided label set-
tings.

The annotation process was conducted as fol-
lows:
• For features: the annotators need to give quali-

tative judgment. Take the label ”whether there
is a written loan agreement” as an example. An
annotator is asked to first find out if there ex-
ists any mention about the loan agreement and
he/she has to determine whether it is a written
loan agreement rather than a verbal one. If so,
this label will be marked as ’yes’, otherwise as
’no’. The annotator needs to read the dialogue
between the judge, the plaintiff and the defen-
dant, and then provide the annotation based on
the factual information found in the dialogue.

• For elements: an annotator labels whether or
not each element appeared in the conversation.
Therefore, for labeling elements, the annotators
only need to focus on the mentions of the ele-
ments. If the element is mentioned in particular
context then it is marked as ’yes’ for this element
label, otherwise is annotated as ’no’.

• For speaking roles: each utterance is marked
with the role of its speaker (plaintiff, defendant
or judge).

• For summary: as mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the
fact description in the verdict is regarded as the
summary of the court debate transcript.

3.4 Task Definitions
According to the data described in Sec 3.2 and the
annotation outlined in Sec 3.3, we define five tasks
for our dataset: (1) Fact Finding (FF), (2) Dialogue
Generation (DG), (3) Feature Recognition (FR), (4)
Elements Identification (EI) and (5) Role Recogni-
tion (RR).
• Fact Finding (FF) is a text summarization task.

After trial, a judge summarizes the facts based on
the answers of the plaintiff and defendant. These
facts include the key notes extracted from the case,
which record who, when, and where, as well as
the cause, the course and the result of the incident.
In this task, the entire dialogue is regarded as an
input, and the fact description in the corresponding
verdict is treated as the output.

• Dialogue Generation (DG) is a fundamental
task of natural language processing. Considering

Table 3: Statistics of the dataset for dialogue generation.

Dialogue sample 133,268
Average length 37.62
Average turns 8.5

Max turns of case 10
Min turns of case 5

judicial scenarios, the generation of judge’s utter-
ance has potential to support intelligent solutions
towards more effective court trials. To fully use
the entire court debate data for the task of dialogue
generation, we divide each trial debate into smaller
units. Specifically, due to the different lengths of
judicial cases, some cases have more than 400 dia-
logue rounds, and some cases less than 10 dialogue
rounds. We divide each case into multiple dialogue
samples, so that each dialogue sample has only
5-10 dialogue rounds7. The last sentence of each
dialogue sample is always the judge’s utterance.
With this setting, we assume the prior utterances
before the last utterance of each dialogue sample
as an input, while the last sentence is considered as
an output that needs to be generated. Note that one
objective for such setting is to investigate the appli-
cation of an intelligent assistance for judges for the
next question formulation. The basic statistics of
the dataset for the task of dialogue generation are
given in the Table 3.
• Feature Recognition (FR) is a multi-label

classification task where 12 factual features are in
advance defined by an experienced judge and each
case is annotated with the above 12 factual features.
Since the annotation is conducted over the entire
dialogue, therefore for each sample, the input is
the entire dialogue and the output are the binary
choices over the 12 feature labels.
• Elements Identification (EI) is also a multi-

label classification task. As mentioned in Sec 3.2,
14 elements tags are predefined by the judges. Dif-
ferent from Feature Recognition, the task of Ele-
ments Identification relies on gathering the detailed
information of the case. For each sample, the input
is the entire conversation of a case and the task is
to predict whether the information related to each
element appeared in the court record or not.
• Role Recognition (RR) is a conventional

multi-classification task. In the conventional trial
process, there are usually three roles: judge, plain-
tiff and defendant. We use the utterances in the
trial to predict the speakers’ roles. Therefore,
Role Recognition is a three-class classification task.

7For example, if a case has 20 rounds of dialogue, the
annotator should divide it into 2-4 dialogue samples.
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Table 4: Dataset distribution: the number of dialogues,
sentences, words, divided into the training set, develop-
ment set and test set.

dataset dialogue sentence word
train 27,432 1,029,528 16,725,537
dev 1,524 56,941 924,952
test 1,525 57,956 939,950
total 30,481 1,144,425 18,590,439

Studying this task could help us in better under-
standing of trial debate (see Section 5.4 for specific
practical implications).

4 Experiments
In this section, we describe the experiments con-
ducted on CCD, and we introduce classical baseline
models tested for the above-discussed tasks.

4.1 Baselines
The entire dataset is divided into the training set,
development set and test set. The division of the
dataset is summarized in Table 4.

We group the the five judicial tasks discussed
before into three categories of NLP tasks. These
are Fact Finding as text summarization task; Di-
alogue Generation, as text generation task; Fea-
ture Recognition, Elements Identification and Role
Recognition as text classification tasks.

For text summarization and text generation tasks
we test the following models:
• S2S+attention (Sutskever et al., 2014): a

sequence-to-sequence model where attention is
used to assign weights to context.

• PGN (See et al., 2017): a model that employs the
pointer generator network. During decoding, it
expands the context distribution to the dynamic
vocabulary, which solves the out-of-vocabulary
problem.

• HRED (Serban et al., 2016): a hierarchical long
short-term memory network structure which can
encode multiple sentences hierarchically.

• Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017): a network
architecture using self-attention mechanism and
positional encoding.

• LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023): a large language
model based on transformer architecture.

• LLaMA+SFT (Ouyang et al., 2022): a model
which employs Supervised Fine-Tuning on the
basis of large language model LLaMA.
For text classification tasks, the following mod-

els are tested:
• BiLSTM (Klein et al., 2017): a bidirectional

encoding structure that solves the problem of
RNN’s difficulty to memorize long sequences.

Table 5: Fact Finding and Dialogue Generation Experi-
mental Results.

model Fact Finding Dialogue Generation
R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

S2S+attention 40.71 22.11 33.95 27.69 16.29 22.63
PGN 41.28 22.35 34.63 28.48 17.91 23.97

HEAD 44.02 24.21 37.73 28.59 19.03 24.13
LLaMA 52.85 42.76 54.91 48.43 47.28 53.65

LLaMA+SFT 54.43 44.29 57.61 48.35 49.79 54.84

Table 6: Feature Recognition, Elements Identification
and Role Recognition Experimental Results.

model FR EI RR
Mic Mac Mic Mac Mic Mac

BiLSTM 72.51 31.92 69.26 27.62 83.69 40.03
BERT 74.63 34.58 73.53 32.87 85.16 41.29

LLaMA 82.71 75.43 83.84 71.29 89.72 76.81
LLaMA+SFT 85.64 78.39 88.43 74.59 90.07 77.20

• Bert (Devlin et al., 2019): a pre-trained language
model using mask mechanism, which can be ap-
plied to a variety of downstream tasks.

• LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023): a large language
model based on transformer architecture.

• LLaMA+SFT (Ouyang et al., 2022): a model
which add SFT fine-tuning technology on the
basis of large language model LLaMA.

4.2 Evaluation

We use two types of evaluation metrics: for nat-
ural language generation tasks, we use ROUGE
(Lin, 2004), and report ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and
ROUGE-L scores, while for classification tasks,
we use micro-average F1 scores (mic) and macro-
average F1 scores (mac).

5 Result discussion

5.1 Text Summarization

Table 5 (columns 2-4) shows the results of the Fact
Finding task over different tested baselines.

For traditional models, compared to
S2S+attention, PGN shows better perfor-
mance, mainly because the fact entities usually
appear in the dialogue, so copying the entities
from the dialogue into the generated fact is an
efficient solution. HRAD achieves better results,
mainly because the input of text is a dialogue
where the hierarchical information is essential for
representation, and hierarchical coding is more
conducive to obtaining semantic information. The
large language models (LLMs) show superior
performance, especially the model after SFT
fine-tuning achieves a new performance level.
Pre-training a large language model on massive
amounts of data is a major advance in NLP.
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5.2 Dialogue Generation

Table 5 (columns 5-7) shows the results of the Di-
alogue Generation. Similar to Fact Finding, the
dialogue generation task is also conducted with the
mainstream generation models. There are certain
similarities between the generation of dialogue and
the generation of facts. The goal of those two tasks
is to obtain concrete factual information from the
dialogue.

From the results in Table 5, it can be seen that
the LLaMA+SFT model achieves here the best
results, too. The dialogue generation task aims to
generate the judge’s utterance through the analy-
sis of the previous part of dialogue between the
judge, the plaintiff and the defendant. Compared
to the model S2S+attention, PGN produces better
results. Usually, the judge’s utterances are in the
form of questions with the objective to find out the
truth of the matter. The judge will continuously
ask questions to the plaintiff and the defendant, and
will further investigate the content mentioned in
their replies. For example, the plaintiff said ”He
signed an IOU”, and next, the judge will further
investigate the fact of the ”IOU”. Therefore getting
the contextual key words and phrases makes sense
for generating judges’ utterance generation. In ad-
dition, a copy mechanism in PGN contributes to
the better performance of the generation model.

5.3 Text Classification

Table 6 shows the results of the Feature Recogni-
tion, Elements Identification and Role Recognition.
They all use the same classification baseline mod-
els. The difference is that Role Recognition is a
three-class classification of a single sentence, while
feature recognition and elements recognition are
multi-label classification tasks for entire dialogues.

From the experimental results, it can be con-
cluded that LLaMA+SFT achieves the best classi-
fication results. It outperforms BiLSTM and Bert
models by a large margin, not only in single sen-
tence classification but also in long text classifi-
cation. Hence, it is promising to do classification
using pre-trained large language models.

5.4 Practical significance

Nowadays, a large number of judges are under a
high workload. In addition to adjudicating cases
in court, judges also undertake a large number of
transactional tasks such as litigation guidance, post-
judgment questions and answers, law populariza-
tion, investigation and research. If AI technology

can effectively support the administrative work of
judicial personnel, its application in the judicial
field would save effort and costs.

The five tasks proposed in this paper have impor-
tant practical applications. Studying Fact Finding
and Dialogue Generation can be of great signif-
icance in the research of judicial assistants. For
example, judge’s utterances could be generated to
let the judge use it as a prompt when questioning
the plaintiff and the defendant, or to simulate actual
trial debate for educational or preparatory purposes.
Generating corresponding facts or judgments af-
ter the trial could support the task of summarizing
the case. The research on Element Identification
and Feature Recognition could help judges quickly
overview and understand the elements of a case,
which are of great significance for case filing. Fi-
nally, the task of Role Recognition could lead to
providing sufficient support or refutation depend-
ing on speaker’s role, and could form a part of
multi-tasking approaches to automatic court debate
analysis/simulation.
5.5 Ethics Statement
Finally, we would like to briefly reflect on ethi-
cal issues. The dataset is created on the basis of
real cases, and should ensure the fairness and im-
partiality of court judgments (Pitoura et al., 2018;
Mahoney, 2015; Lim et al., 2020). Unbalanced
dataset distribution and social bias could lead to
potential risks of machine learning, and researchers
should be aware of such risks. To address those is-
sues, we have carefully removed sensitive data (eg,
name, gender, race, etc.). We have also adopted a
cross-training approach to ensure a more balanced
dataset.

6 Conclusions
We proposed a large-scale judicial dataset, Court
Debate Dataset (CDD) which contains real judicial
debates and is annotated by experienced judges
and students of law schools. CDD can be applied
in academic research on a variety of downstream
tasks, including Fact Finding, Dialogue Generation,
Feature Recognition, Element Identification and
Role Recognition. Academic research results could
be then put into practice in real-world applications
leading to the interplay of theory and practice, and
promoting the process of Legal Intelligence.

In the future, we will continue to develop new
models based on the provided dataset to improve
results across diverse sub-tasks.
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A Appendices

A.1 Features
The 12 features mentioned in Section 3.2 are:

1. Whether the litigation period has expired,

2. Whether to demand repayment,

3. whether there is a written loan agreement,

4. whether the loan is a private loan,

5. whether the guarantor provides a guarantee,

6. whether the interest rate is agreed on,

7. whether repayment period is agreed upon,

8. whether the loan period is agreed upon,

9. whether the default clause is agreed upon,

10. whether there is a repayment action,

11. whether the borrower provides the loan as

12. whether the principal and interest are still owed.

A.2 Element
The 14 element tags mentioned in Section 3.2 in-
clude:

1. Loan amount,

2. Loan period,

3. Loan start time,

4. Loan end time,

5. Repayment time,

6. Principal payment,

7. Interest payment,

8. Liquidated damages,

9. Outstanding principal balance,

10. Delivery Date,

11. Delivery Amount,

12. Annual Interest rate,

13. Monthly interest rate,

14. Overdue interest rate.
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